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COLLECTION 2016

This year’s novelties see

Authenticity, simplicity and impeccable
iconic pieces designed to
craftsmanship are what we believe in. In
last amid fleeting trends
essence, we believe in good design.
As our brand evolves, our goal has shifted
to creating iconic pieces that truly stand out. This year’s novelties see
furniture designed to last amid fleeting trends.
We strive for timeless quality, interpreting it in refreshingly contemporary
designs. Each piece is revised and reworked to the last detail, making
Ethnicraft furniture the perfect companion for a warm, inviting and
authentic home.
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BLACKBIRD
Oak

The Blackbird collection

NEATLY FRAMED
For our Blackbird collection, designer Alain van Havre brings
together opposing elements, combining soft round legs and
eye-catching graphic lines into light and airy designs. The play
on contrasts continues with an elegant black frame placed
against natural oak, giving the collection a distinct look.

The black frame highlights
this collection in a bold
yet distinguished way
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BLACKBIRD
Oak

storage cupboard

sideboard, 2 doors, 3 drawers

51470

51471

110 × 45 × 178 cm

180 × 45 × 80 cm

sideboard, 3 doors, 2 drawers

TV cupboard, 1 opening door,1 flip down door, 2 drawers

51472

51473

180 × 45 × 90 cm

180 × 45 × 61 cm

The Blackbird collection is completely varnished. The frame is made of black tinted oak.
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WINDOW
Oak

The Window collection

ON DISPLAY

The Window collection borrows from
the cabinet of curiosities offering endless
possibilities to showcase your personality

Giving room to your personality, that is what the Window coffee and side tables are all about. Designer Constance Guisset
tops off the tables with tempered glass, allowing a transparent
view inside the table where décor pieces or personal items can
be displayed. Switch up the ornaments or add content as you
like — the possibilities to showcase your personality are endless.

coffee table
51427

side table
120 × 60 × 36 cm

51428

40 × 60 × 36 cm

The table top of the Window collection is made of tempered glass.
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S E AT I N G
Oak

The Bok chair

SCULPTURAL ELEGANCE
A marriage of opposite elements, the Bok chair playfully experiments with contrasts. Designer Alain van Havre combines
sculptural elegance and contemporary crafting into a graceful
and airy form. Each component seamlessly connects with sensual lines. This witty blending of contrasts results in an iconic
piece that is both refined and eye-catching.

Bok chair
51490

50 × 53 × 76 cm
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S I MP L E
Oak

The Simple collection

BACK TO BASICS

For our Simple collection, designer
Constance Guisset goes back to basics
with clean lines and a straightforward
design, highlighting function and form.
Constructed from solid oak, this collection finds a home in any space, honoring
simplicity and timeless elegance.

side table
51414

coffee table
55 × 55 × 42 cm

51415

120 × 74 × 39 cm

51416

180 × 57 × 39 cm

The lower shelf of the Simple coffee and side table is cross-laminated.
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TA B L ES

Oak & teak

As good things come in small packages, the Mikado dining table and Slice extendable dining table are now available
in more compact sizes, adapting to even
more interiors or daily life scenarios.

Teak Slice extendable dining table & Oak Mikado dining table

SIZE MATTERS

Flexibility and using space at
its best have become essential in
our home nowadays. Our tables
in smaller sizes offer the answer

Mikado dining table

S lice extendable dining table, legs 8 × 8 cm

50179

11942

203 × 106 × 76 cm

140/220 × 90 × 76 cm
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BEDS
Teak

Nordic II bed & bedside table

NOW ALSO AVAILABLE IN TEAK

Inspired by our Nordic range we developed Nordic II, a bed
that combines elegant lines with the purity of solid wood. With
its top-quality material and timeless design, it is built to last for
many years. After a succesfull launch in January, we are now
happy to announce that the Nordic II bed and bedside table are
also available in teak. If a sleek but authentic style appeals to
you, then this is definitely the furniture to look for.

N ordic bedside table, 1 drawer*

N ordic II bed without slats, mattress size 160/200

15172

15174

57 × 40 × 37 cm

184 × 219 × 95 cm

N ordic II bed without slats, mattress size 180/200
15173

204 × 219 × 95 cm

The Nordic II bedroom is also available in oak.
* This product is FSC® certified
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